WE GET YOU
CANADA
Media Kit

WE ARE
We are OUTFRONT by NAME and by NATURE.

This is our BRAND.
As Canada's leading full-service Out-of-Home advertising
company, OUTFRONT leads the industry with data driven
intelligent campaign solutions for our clients. We are
passionate about what we do and provide turn-key service
from start to finish.
We provide a platform that connect brands to their target
audiences, as they live their lives. We are famous for the
unrivaled impact and creativity of our medium. We champion
the power of the largest canvases across North America to
grow advertisers’ businesses through driving engagement,
fame and trust. We are front and centre in the places where
people live, work and travel; from urban centres, to busy
highways, to transit hubs, to neighbourhoods. We are
intelligent OOH.
We leverage the power of TECHNOLOGY, LOCATION and
CREATIVITY to drive impact and engagement between
brands and audiences.

TECHNOLOGY
PROGRAMMATIC

DATA

SIMPLIFYING THE BUYING PROCESS

We are moving to impression-based campaigns
w hich deliver against client needs for specific targets,
locations, budgets and timing. Digital OOH brings the
impact of Outdoor: our reach, our impact, our one-tomany ability to the online digital w orld. We are now
able to execute campaigns dynamically to specific
audiences identified w ith robust data.

Mobile/cellular data supports the identification of
OOH audiences as they move through their day.
OOH locations once limited by very static traffic
measurement are now able to identify and address
advertising to audiences as they approach our
screens. This data allow s for profiling of locations,
ROI measurement and audience driven solutions

The buy/sell transaction itself is being simplified.
OOH w ill put advertising buying in the hands of
anyone w ith a credit card and an internet connection,
empow ering client direct ad transactions. Simplified
buying facilitates the execution of more sophisticated
campaigns w ith larger agencies, clients and trading
desks.

for advertisers.

LOCATION
ICONIC
While digital OOH seems to be driving more of the
story, large format iconic OOH locations are becoming
increasingly valuable due to their scarcity and their
unique ability to create impact. Social media loves
iconic OOH. The tw o often pair to marry the impact of
key high profile locations w ith the reach that social
media can generate if used as an amplifier.

TRANSPARENCY

THE CULL

“POP” (Proof of Play, Proof of Performance, Proof
of Posting = PROOF). OOH is now transparent.
Static campaigns are now tracked using proof of
posting pictures, digital w ith logs and w ebcam
images. With this transparency comes
accountability on the part of the OOH seller and
confidence on the part of the OOH buyer.

Digital OOH is a significant investment for OOH
sellers, w hich means locations are carefully selected.
Often static locations are converted for a digital
location. This is one driver reducing any lesser quality
static locations. Inventory culling is w ell underw ay
resulting in an improved product that buyers can be
confident in w hether it be digital or static.

CREATIVITY
IMPACT

KEEPING IT SIMPLE

There is still nothing quite like seeing your brand up
on an Outdoor location. Iconic OOH is the darling of
social media, the tw o marrying to create an amplified
campaign that is both iconic and far-reaching. Movies
like “Three Billboards Outside Ebbing Missouri”
demonstrate both the accessibility of OOH and the
pow er that such a campaign can achieve.

Break-through OOH creative has to be visually
compelling and simple. Simple is hard to achieve but is
w orth the effort. Key to our grow th is celebrating those
campaigns that make the investment in top draw er
creative and making the investment in our ow n in-house
creative teams to assist everyone else. Our creative and
production capabilities are a key aspect of our plan to
grow .

CANADA
More than 10,000 digital and static displays in the top
10 markets and 60+ communities across Canada. A
national footprint and deep local presence, so effective
campaigns can be built for big brands and local
businesses. We reach 70% of Canadians everyday.

THE MOST EXPERIENCED
OUTDOOR SPECIALISTS

EVOLVING CUSTOM
SOLUTIONS

Focused on customer needs and committed to
delivering research, information and after-sale
service that helps tailor a program to achieve your
marketing objective.

We have partnered w ith the best in the industry to
bring you advanced and customized options utilizing
technology, data and measurement tools.

DEDICATED TO OUTDOOR

COMMITTED TO QUALITY

We have a proud history of over 100 years in
out-of-home in Canada.

ONLY FULL SERVICE OUTDOOR
COMPANY IN CANADA

We have committed to phasing out all of our
trivision inventory by 2021.

BEST NATIONAL COVERAGE

In-house creative, production, printing services and
dedicated operations and install teams in every

market.
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OUTFRONT’s commitment to growing its digital inventory is
providing advertisers with even more creative opportunities
for tailored and timely campaigns that inspire brand affinity.
Digital locations have been specifically chosen to efficiently
maximize market reach, sight lines and advertiser value. The
unique creative flexibility of Digital Out-of-Home allows
changes to be made wirelessly and instantly, by day, time-ofday or even type of day.
CITIES
• Calgary
• Edmonton
• Hamilton
• Maritimes
• Montreal
• Ottawa
• Quebec
• Regina
• Saskatoon
• Toronto
• Vancouver
• Winnipeg

In the last year alone, OUTFRONT
launched 15 brand new digital boards
across the country

DIGITAL
Digital Street Furniture enables advertising that
connects with consumers on an intimate, face-to-face
level. Digital transit shelters and digital map stands
provide impact to a mass vehicular and pedestrian
audience. Digital Street Furniture advertising is as
perfect for high-end fashion and entertainment as it is for
packaged goods.
CITIES
• Vancouver

In the last year alone, OUTFRONT
launched 15 brand new digital boards
across the country

DIGITAL
Ensure your brand is seen where people meet and
celebrate! Our Iconic locations bring your brand to locals
and tourists in busy and fast growing areas and present
the opportunity for massive impact – guaranteed to reach
a broad audience both offline and online. Our iconic
locations are complete with the right canvases to match
your business goals. Plus, we have experience in
takeovers and activations, allowing us to utilize the
spaces’ full potential.
CITIES
• Calgary
• Toronto

Yonge & Dundas is the busiest
intersection in Canada

OUTFRONT Posters (10’ x 20’) deliver large billboard
impact with strong market coverage, providing an ideal
opportunity to be both strategic and impactful. Posters’
standard 10-sheet printing process can be leveraged to
employ cost-effective customization within the production
process – change just one segment of the design to target
particular areas or customers.
CITIES
• Barrie
• Calgary
• Edmonton
• Hamilton
• London
• Maritimes
• Montreal
• Ottawa

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quebec
Regina
Saskatoon
Thunder Bay
Toronto
Vancouver
Windsor
Winnipeg

73% of Canadians can recall seeing an
OOH ad in the past 7 days

COMMB, Strengths of OOH

Mega-Structures that tower across all of Canada’s major
markets. Standing more that 45 feet wide, Superboards use
their thunderous visibility to reach target audiences big, small
and everywhere in between. Printed on vinyl, Superboards
deliver high production quality and are reusable, so creative
can be moved from one board to another to increase reach
and campaign duration, or can be stored and reused for
subsequent flights.
CITIES
• Hamilton
• Maritimes
• Montreal
• Ottawa
• Quebec
• Regina
• Saskatoon
• Toronto

Consumers are 33% more alert when
outside their home
COMMB, Strengths of OOH

STREET FURNITURE
Connect Your Brand from the Ground Up. OUTFRONT has
over 8000 street-level products spread throughout Canada’s
biggest cities and specific neighbourhoods. Often, our streetlevel furniture is located in places with no other Out-of-Home
opportunities and by attracting both pedestrian and road
traffic, street-level furniture is highly effective at eliciting bigtime and immediate impact.
CITIES
• Calgary
• Edmonton
• Hamilton
• London
• Maritimes
• Thunder Bay
• Toronto
• Winnipeg
• Vancouver

Reaching Audiences face to face
COMMB, Strengths of OOH

BIKE SHARES
Bike share stations deliver advertisers a unique and impactful
opportunity on premium street level displays. Additionally, bike
shares provide residents and visitors an affordable, accessible,
and green transit option throughout urban neighborhoods; while
delivering advertisers a unique and impactful opportunity on
premium street level displays. The bike share stations are
strategically located throughout the most desirable
neighborhoods and deliver both pedestrians and vehicular
traffic with an “up close and personal” presence.
CITIES
• Montreal

Reaching Audiences face to face
COMMB, Strengths of OOH

WE GET YOU CANADA

